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Abstract. Access to relevant information adapted to the needs and the
context of the user is a real challenge. The user context can be assimilated
to all factors that can describe his intentions and perceptions of his surroundings. It is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a contextual information retrieval system
that takes into account all contextual factors. In this paper, both types of
context user context and query context are integrated in an Information
Retrieval (IR) model based on language modeling. Here, the query context include the integration of linguistic and semantic knowledge about
the user query in order to explore the most exact understanding of user’s
information needs. In addition, we consider one of the important factors
of the user context, the user’s domain of interest or the interesting topic.
A thematic algorithm is proposed to describe the user context. We assume that each topic can be characterized by a set of documents from
the experimented corpus. The documents of each topic are used to build
a statistical language model, which is then integrated to expand the original query model and to re-rank the retrieved documents. Our experiments on the 20 Newsgroup corpus show that the proposed contextual
approach improves signiﬁcantly the retrieval eﬀectiveness compared to
the basic approach, which does not consider contextual factors.

1

Introduction

Most existing Information retrieval systems depend, in their retrieval decision,
only on queries and documents collections; information about actual users and
search context is largely ignored, and consequently great numbers of irrelevant
results occur. Towards the optimal retrieval system, the system should exploit
as much additional contextual information as possible to improve the retrieval
accuracy, whenever this is available.
Context is a broad notion in many ways. For instance, [11] deﬁne context as
any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An
entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. The eﬀective use of contextual information in computing applications still
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remains an open and challenging problem. Several researchers have tried over
the years to apply the context notion in information retrieval area; this will lead
to the so-called contextual information retrieval systems which combine a set of
technologies and knowledge on the query and the user, in order to deliver the
most appropriate answers according to the user’s information needs.
As information needs are generally expressed via queries and the query is
always formulated in a search context, contextual factors (such as the user’s
domain of interest, preferences, knowledge level, user task, etc.) have a strong
inﬂuence on relevance judgments [16]. But it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd a contextual
information retrieval system that takes into account all the available contextual
factors at the same time. Thus the context can be deﬁned as the combination
of some contextual factors which may be more or less relevant according to the
actual performed research. Indeed, in this paper, we try to consider two types
of context, user context and query context. We think that these two contextual
factors can improve the information retrieval model.
In this paper, the user context is deﬁned by the user’s domain of interest or
the interesting topic. We propose a thematic algorithm to describe the predeﬁned user’s topics which are characterized by a set of documents. Considering
the user’s interested topics allows providing more relevant results. The second
considered contextual factor is the query context, which includes a linguistic
and a semantic knowledge about the user query in order to explore the most exact understanding of user’s information needs. Thus, we extend the user query
by related terms automatically by using the linguistic and semantic knowledge.
Also, we propose a framework based on language modeling approach in order to
integrate the two contextual factors.
For instance, if a user submits the query ”apple” into a Web search engine,
knowing that user queries are generally shorts and contain words with several
meanings, there are diﬀerent topics in the top 20 documents selected by the
search engine. Some users may be interested in documents dealing with ”apple”
as ”fruit ”, while other users may want documents related to Apple computers. In
order to disambiguate this query, we can assign a set of topics with this query.
For example, we can assign the topics ”cooking”, ”fruit ” or ”computer ” with
the query ”apple”. This is the user’s domain of interest. In addition, to extend
the query ”apple” with the so-called query context, we can add concepts to this
query like: ”Computers”, ”Systems”, ”Macintosh”, etc.
The language models in information retrieval (IR) are used to compute the
probability of generating query q given a document D (i.e. compute: P (q|D));
and the documents in the collection C are ranked in descending order of this
probability. Several methods have been applied to compute this probability as
[19]. In most approaches, the computation is conceptually decomposed into two
distinct steps: Estimating the document model and computing the query likelihood using the estimated document model, as in [21].
In this paper, we propose an approach to build a statistical language model
that extends the classic language modeling approach for information retrieval
in order to integrate the two contextual factors. The extended model has been
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tested based on one of the common IR test collections; 20 Newsgroup corpus. The
results show that our contextual approach improves signiﬁcantly the retrieval
eﬀectiveness compared to the basic approach, which does not consider contextual
factors. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
state of the art and some related works; Section 3 introduces our contextual
information retrieval model based on language modeling; Section 4 shows the
experimental study and the evaluation of our approach. Finally, Section 5 gives
the conclusion and future work.

2
2.1

Related Works
Context in Information Retrieval

Several contextual factors can be considered in Information Retrieval (IR) area
in order to improve the information retrieval systems. In this section we review
some of studies in IR concerning the user context and query context, as long as
we take them into consideration to extend the language modeling approach for
IR[3].
User Context. The user context can be assimilated to all factors that can
describe his/her intentions and perceptions of his/her surroundings [22]. These
factors may cover various aspects: physical, social, personal, professional, technical, task etc. Figure 1 shows these factors and examples for each one [18].
However, the problems to be addressed include how to represent the context,
how to determine it at runtime, and how to use it to inﬂuence the activation of
user preferences. It is very diﬃcult to modeling all the contextual factors in one
system, so the researchers often take into account some factors, as in [2], they
deﬁned the user context as the user’s current task together with his/her proﬁle.
In the contextual information retrieval, user context has a wide meaning based
on the user behavior; we can mention some of them in the following:
– Visited Web pages [26]: Here, the user context is deﬁned as the information
extracted by using the full browsing history of the user.
– Recently accessed documents [5]: In this case, the user context is deﬁned
as words which indicate a shift in context; these words are identiﬁed by
information about the sequence of accessed documents. This is carried out
by monitoring a user’s document access, generating a representation of the
user’s task context, indexing the consulted resources, and by presenting recommendations for other resources that were consulted in similar prior contexts.
– Past queries and click-through data [25]: Several context-sensitive retrieval
algorithms are proposed based on statistical language models to combine the
preceding queries and clicked document summaries with the current query
for better ranking of documents.
– Recent selected items or purchases on proactive information systems [6].
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– Information that is previously processed or accessed by the user via various
forms: email, web page, desktop document, etc. Stuﬀ I’ve Seen SIS, [12].
– Implicit feedback: Implicit feedback techniques often rely on monitoring the
user interaction with the retrieval system, and extract the apparently most
representative information related to what the user is aiming at [17].

Fig. 1. Context Model

Query Context. The notion of query context has been widely mentioned in
many studies of information retrieval like [4][9]. The objective is to use a variety of knowledge involving query to explore the most exact understanding of
user’s information needs. A query context will minimize the distance between
the information need, I, and the query q, [1]. Distance (I to q) is minimized by
minimizing:
– The lack of precision in the language used in the query terms. Lexicons
which comprise the general vocabulary of a language can minimize this lack
of precision in the language by identifying terms with minimal ambiguity.
– The use of the wrong concepts in the query to represent the information
needs. Prior research suggests Ontology’s for doing that.
– The lack of preferences in the query to constrain the concepts requested.
This lack can be minimized by using user proﬁles.
The query context, in other studies, is deﬁned as the elements that surround the
query, such as:
– Text surrounding a query, Text highlighted by a user [13].
– Surrounding elements in an XML retrieval application [15][24].
– Broadcast news text for query-less systems [14].
[10] exploit the query context for predicting the user intent as being informational
related to the content retrieval, navigational related to the web site retrieval or
transactional related to the online service retrieval. They construct the query
context by associating it with ontology concepts from the ODP (Open Directory
Project) taxonomy.
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Statistical Language Models

A statistical language model is a probability distribution over word sequences,
using language models for information retrieval has been studied extensively,
like in [19][21][27], because of its solid theoretical background as well as its good
empirical performance. The main idea of language models in IR is to order each
document D in the collection C according to their ability to generate the query
q. Thus, it is the estimation of the generation probability P (q|D); Probability
of a query q given a document D. Several diﬀerent methods have been applied
to compute this conditional probability, such as the works of [21][8].
2.3

Discussion

User query is an element that speciﬁes an information need, but the majorities of these queries are short and ambiguous, and often fail to represent the
information need. Many relevant terms can be absent from queries and terms
included may be ambiguous, thus, queries must be processed to address more
of the user’s intended requirements [2]. Typical solution includes expanding the
initial user query by adding relevant terms. In this study we will expand the
query representation by the query context which is deﬁned above.
As we mentioned previously, it is diﬃcult to consider all the available contextual factors. Thus, in this study, our deﬁnition of the user context is the
user’s interesting topic. Consequently, when we talk about the user context we
talk about the user’s interesting topics and taking into consideration the query
context.
The language models for information retrieval have some limitations to capture the underlying semantics in a document due to their inability to handle
the long distance dependencies. Also queries are typically too short to provide
enough contexts to precisely translate into a diﬀerent language. Thus, many
irrelevant documents will be returned by using the standard language model
approach for IR without integrating contextual factors.
In this paper, we will integrate the above two types of context within one
framework based on language modeling. Each component contextual factor will
determines a diﬀerent ranking score, and the ﬁnal document ranking combines
all of them. This will be described in Section 3.

3

Contextual Information Retrieval Model Based on
Language Modeling

In this section, we present our approach to construct a statistical language model
given user’s interested topics, user context, and considering the query expansion
by using the linguistic and semantic processing.
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Language Models for IR

Let us consider a query q = t1 t2 ...tn , the generation probability is estimated as
follows:

P (q | D) =
P (t | θD )c(t;q)
t∈q

= P (t1 | θD )P (t2 | θD )...P (tn | θD )

(1)

where: c(t; q) Frequency of term t in query q. θD is a language model created
for a document D. P (t | θD ): The probability of term t in the document model.
In order to avoid zero probability by assigning a low probability to query terms
ti which are not observed in the documents of corpus, smoothing on document
model is needed. The smoothing in IR is generally done by combining documents
with the corpus [27], thus:
P (ti | θD ) = λP (ti | θD ) + (1 − λ)P (ti | θC )

(2)

where: λ is an interpolation parameter and θC the collection model. In the language modeling framework the similarity between a document D and a query q
(a typical score function) can be also deﬁned by measuring the Kullback-Leibler
(KL-divergence) [19] as follows:
Score(q, D) = −KL(θq  θD ) =



P (t | θq ) log

t∈V

=



P (t | θq ) log P (t | θD ) −

t∈V

∝





P (t | θD )
P (t | θq )

P (t | θq ) log P (t | θq )

t∈V

P (t | θq ) log P (t | θD )

(3)

t∈V

Where: θq is a language model for the query q, generally estimated by relative
frequency of keywords in the query, and V the vocabulary. In the basic language
modeling approaches, the query model is estimated by Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) without any smoothing [8].
P (t | θq ): The probability of term t in the query model.

Note that the last simpliﬁcation is done because
P (t | θq ) log P (t | θD )
depends only on the query, and does not aﬀect the documents ranking.
3.2

General IR Model

The classic information retrieval systems (Non-context model) generate query
directly based on similarity function or matching between the query and the
documents, according to a few terms in the query. In fact, query is always formulated in a search context; contextual factors have a strong inﬂuence on relevance
judgments. To improve retrieval eﬀectiveness, it is important to create a more
complete query model that represents better the information need. In particular,
all the related and presumed terms should be included in the query model. In
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these cases, we construct the initial query model containing only the original
terms, and a new contextual model containing the added terms. We generalize
this approach and integrate more models for the query.
Let us use θq0 to denote the original query model, θqs to denote the query
context model and θqu to denote the user context model. θq0 can be created by
MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation), as in [7]. We will describe the details
to construct θqs and θqu in the following sections.
Given these models, we create the following ﬁnal query model by interpolation:

P (t | θq ) =
ai P (t | θqi )
(4)
i∈X

where: X = 
{0, u, s} is the set of all component models.
ai (With i∈X ai = 1) are their mixture weights.
Thus formula (3) becomes:
Score(q, D) =



ai P (t | θqi ) log P (t | θD ) =

t∈V i∈X



ai Scorei (q, D)

(5)

i∈X

Where the score according to each component model is:

Scorei (q, D) =
P (t | θqi ) log P (t | θD )

(6)

t∈V

Like that, the query model is enhanced by contextual factors. Now we have to
construct both query context model and user context model and combine all
models. We will describe that in the following sections.
3.3

Constructing Query Context Model

We will use both a linguistic knowledge and a semantic knowledge to parse the
user query. Because linguistic knowledge does not capture the semantic relationships between terms and semantic knowledge does not represent linguistic
relationships of the terms [1]. We use WordNet as the base of a linguistic knowledge. For the semantic knowledge we depend on ODP1 (Open Directory Project)
Taxonomy, it is one type of ontology.
The integration of linguistic and semantic knowledge about the user query
into one repository will produce the query context which can help to understand
the user query more accurately.
Thus the initial query q = t1 t2 ...tn is parsed using WordNet in order to
identify the synonymous for each query term {tw1 , tw2 , ..., twk }.
The query and its synonyms qw are queried against the ODP taxonomy in
order to extract a set of concepts {c1 c2 ...cn } (with m ≥ n) that reﬂect the
semantic knowledge of the user query. The concepts of the terms set qw and their
sub-concepts produce the query-context Cq = {c1 c2 ...cn } . Thus the elements of
1

ODP: Open Directory Project: www.dmoz.org
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Cq are the concepts extracted from the ODP taxonomy by querying the initial
query and its synonyms against it. For each term t, we select the concepts of
only ﬁrst ﬁve categories issued from ODP taxonomy.
Among the concepts of query context Cq , We consider only the shared concepts between at least two query terms, that means, a concept Ci ∈ Cq the
context of the query q if one of the following holds:
– Ci and t ∈ q are the same, i.e. a direct relation.
– Ci is a common concept between the concepts of at least two query terms
or their synonymous.
For instance, if a user query is ”Java Language”, the query context Cq , in this
case, will be: < computers, programming, languages, Java, JavaScript >. Thus,
the corresponding query context model θqs is then deﬁned as follows:

p(t | Ci )p(Ci | θq0 )
(7)
P (t | θqs ) =
Ci ∈Cq

Accordingly, the score according to the query context model is deﬁned as follows:

P (t | θqs ) log P (t | θD )
(8)
Scores (q, D) =
t∈V

3.4

Constructing User Context Model

As we previously mentioned, in this paper, the user context is deﬁned as the
user’s domain of interest or the interesting topic. We will depend on predeﬁned
topics, which are derived from the used corpus. To deﬁne these topics, we can
use our thematic algorithm, which will be discussed in the following (see Fig.2).
We suppose that the user can select his own topic from these predeﬁned topics
by assigning one topic to his query.
We exploit a set of documents already classiﬁed in each topic. The documents
of each topic can be identiﬁed using same thematic algorithm. Thus a language
model, for each topic, can be extracted from the documents of this topic. To
extract only the speciﬁc part of the topic and avoid the general terms in the
topic language model, we apply our thematic algorithm as follows (see Fig.2).
A thematic unit refers to a fragment of a document D referring to one topic.
The steps are based on a thesaurus that includes all lexical indicators which
are considered important for this segmentation process. They are created, in
this study, manually but to extend the thematic units coverage in a document,
we added synonyms and lexical forms that may have these units in the corpus.
The obtained text fragments are then grouped by the thematic unity. Seeking
information related to the user context (term context) will be done from these
fragments.
Next maximum likelihood estimation is used on the documents of each topic
to extract the topic language model.
We suppose that we have the following predeﬁned topics: T C1 , T C2 , ..., T Cj ,
and the user assign the topic T Cj to his query. We can extract the user context
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Fig. 2. A thematic algorithm

language model which is extracted from the documents of the topic T Cj , as
follows (considering the smoothing):
θu = arg max





c(t;D)


μP t | θT Cj + (1 − μ) P (t | θC )

(9)

D∈T Cj t∈D

Where: c(t; D) is the occurrence of the term t in document D.μ is a smoothing
parameter. μ is ﬁxed to 0.5 in the experimentation, because, in our dataset, we
have considered the middle point as a smoothing parameter. T Cj is the set of
documents in the topic j. In the same method we can compute the set of user
context models for all predeﬁned topics. When the user assigns one topic to his
query q manually, the related user context model θqs has to be assigned to this
query q, and the score depending on this user context model (represented by the
related topic) will be:

P (t | θqu ) log P (t | θD )
(10)
Scoreu (q, D) =
t∈V

4

Experiments

To validate our approach, we will present an experimental study which is done
by using a test collection, 20 Newsgroups2 corpus. The objective of this experimental study is to compare the results provided by using an information
retrieval model on the dataset without considering the contextual factors with
those provided by a general information retrieval model considering the contextual factors.
Our approach (including steps) is implemented in Java by using Eclipse environment. The prototype use JWNL3 (Java WordNet Library), which is an API
that allows the access to the thesaurus WordNet to ﬁnd synonyms of query
2
3

http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
http://jwordnet.sourceforge.net/handbook.html
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terms. For the semantic knowledge we depend on ODP Taxonomy which is free
and open, everybody can contribute or re-use the dataset, which is available in
RDF (structure and content are available separately), i.e., it can be re-used in
other directory services. Also we used the Oracle RDBMS database to host: (1)
the thesaurus for terms synonyms, (2) the topics which are generated during the
process of identiﬁcation and extraction, and (3) the relevance scores of returned
documents. In order to facilitate the evaluation, we developed an interface that
helps users to enter their queries, to compute the evaluation criteria, and then
to display the results which are ranked according to the degrees of relevance.
4.1

Newsgroup Data Sets

The 20 Newsgroup data set is a common benchmark collection of approximately
20,000 newsgroup documents, partitioned nearly evenly across 20 diﬀerent newsgroups. This dataset was introduced by [20]. It has become a popular data set
for experiments in text applications of machine learning techniques, such as
text classiﬁcation. Over a period of time, 1000 articles were taken from each of
the newsgroups, which make this collection. The 20 topics are organized into
broader categories: computers, recreation, religion, science, for-sale and politics. Some of the newsgroups are considered to have similar topics, such as
the rec.sport.baseball and rec.sport.hockey which both contain messages about
sports, while others are highly unrelated (e.g misc.forsale/ soc.religion.christian)
newsgroups. Table 1 shows the list of the 20 newsgroups, partitioned (more or
less) according to subject matter. This dataset is also used by [23].
Moreover, we preprocessed the data by removing stop words and all documents
are stemmed using the Porter algorithm. The document-terms matrix is based
on language models and each document is represented as a vector of occurrence
numbers of the terms within it. The results of this preprocessing phase for the
dataset before and after the classiﬁcation topics are presented in Table2.
The query execution phase, in our approach, returns a ranked list of documents that match the query. The experimentation on the 20 Newsgroups collection doesn’t provide the ability to compute the precision and recall metrics. In
this way our experiments were conducted with the Lemur Toolkit 4 , which is a
standard platform to conduct experiments in information retrieval. The toolkit
has been used to carry out experiments on several diﬀerent aspects of language
modeling for ad-hoc retrieval. For example, it has been used to compare smoothing strategies for document models, and query expansion methods to estimate
query models on standard TREC5 collections. We used the language models for
all our retrieval tasks. All the other parameters were set at their default values. We remove all UseNet headers from the Newsgroup articles and we used
20 queries, which are listed in Table 3, to retrieve results from this documents
dataset. The queries vary from 1 term to 7 terms.
4
5

http://www.lemurproject.com
http://trec.nist.gov/
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Table 1. A list of the 20 Topics

20 Newsgroups dataset
comp.graphics
rec.autos
talk.politics.misc soc.religion.christia
comp.os.ms-windows.misc rec.motorcycles
talk.politics.guns
sci.crypt
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware rec.sport.baseball talk.politics.mideast
sci.electronics
comp.sys.mac.hardware rec.sport.hockey talk.religion.misc
sci.med
comp.windows.x
misc.forsale
alt.atheism
sci.space
Table 2. Pre-processing phase applied on the dataset
Corpus
20 news group
alt.atheism
ccomp.graphics
comp.os.ms-windows.misc
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware
comp.sys.mac.hardware
comp.windows.x
misc.forsale
rec.autos
rec.motorcycles

4.2

docs
20017
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001

stems
192375
15618
17731
54511
16575
15011
24915
17518
15415
15108

Corpus
ec.sport.baseball
rec.sport.hockey
sci.crypt
sci.electronics
sci.med
sci.space
soc.religion.christian
talk.politics.guns
talk.politics.mideast
talk.politics.misc

docs
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001

stems
14000
15610
17436
15622
19963
18432
13915
20258
20546
17782

Baseline

Classic IR Baseline. As a baseline for comparison, for each dataset, we created an index of all the documents using Lemur’s indexer. Figure 3 shows the
indexation interface. Also we used Lemur’s retrieval engine to return a list of
relevant documents using the queries which are described above. This is the standard information retrieval setting. For instance, Figure 4 shows the document’s
ranking for the query ”athletics play”.

Fig. 3. Lemur’s indexer
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Fig. 4. Lemur’s retrieval

Contextual Information Retrieval Baseline. We expanded the query with
both user context and query context. In the 20 Newsgroup dataset, the topics
names are considered as a user context. The documents are indexed with Lemur’s
indexer. Lemur’s retrieval engine was used to perform information retrieval using
the expanded query.
Table 3. The experimented queries list
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Query
Sport
athletics play
Stanley Cup Champion: Vancouver Canucks
ordinary ISA card
East Timor
High speed analog-digital pc-board
Chicago Blackhawks
Kevin Dineen play for the Miami Colons
National league pitchers
good defensive catcher

4.3

N
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Query
Logitech Bus Mouse adapter
Division Champions
baseball fan
HD drive
System requirement
memory controller pc
league teams
macintosh apple hardware
science cryptography
society religion

Results

To evaluate the performance of our approach we use the TREC evaluation software to calculate the metrics. We use ireval.pl Perl script which comes with the
Lemur toolkit distribution for interpreting the results of the program trec eval.
Figure 5 illustrates the precision/recall curves of the IR classic and of our contextual retrieval model on the 20 Newsgroup dataset. The results of our approach,
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presented by the curves, show signiﬁcantly improvement in measure of Precision/Recall compared to the classical model.
The improvement is precisely in the accuracy rate. It is obtained by using
the contextual model which expands the original query model and re-rank the
returned documents. Search engines involve query expansion to increase the
quality of user search results. It is assumed that users do not always formulate
their queries using the best terms. Using the general model which expands the
user query with the contextual factors will increase the recall at the expense of
the precision. This explains our motivation to consider the contextual factors
and topic units in our approach.

Fig. 5. Precision/recall curves for 20 Newsgroup corpus

5

Conclusion

In order to improve the information retrieval, we considered, in this paper, two
types of context, user context and query context. We proposed an approach
based on query expansion to provide a more eﬃcient retrieval process. The initial query, the user context and the query context are integrated to create a new
query. A thematic algorithm is proposed to describe the user context and both
linguistic knowledge (WordNet) and semantic knowledge (ODP taxonomy) are
used to represent the query context. The two contextual factors are integrated in
one framework based on language modeling. We proposed a new language modeling approach for information retrieval that extends the existing language modeling approach to build a language model in which various terms relationships
can be integrated. The integrated model has been tested on the 20 Newsgroup
corpus. The results show that our contextual approach improves the retrieval effectiveness compared to the basic approach, which does not consider contextual
factors. In the future, we plan to consider more contextual factors. The future
objective is to combine our approach with the On-line Analytical Processing
(OLAP) systems.
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